KENTISH OPERA

PRESENT

JACQUES OFFENBACH’S

LA BELLE HÉLÈNE

AN OPERATIC CONCERT OF THIS CLASSIC GREEK FARCE

MUSICAL DIRECTION BY ROBYN SEVASTOS

28TH OCTOBER
THE STAG THEATRE
SEVENOAKS TN13 1ZZ
at 7:30
KENTISH OPERA

present

Jacques Offenbach's

LA BELLE HÉLÈNE

A comic operetta by Jacques Offenbach is just right for an autumn evening. From the composer of the Orpheus in the Underworld comes another light-hearted musical treat based on the old mythical love-story of Paris, son of the King of Troy, and King Menelaus's beautiful wife Helen. It caused a bit of a scandal in Paris in the 1860's, with its 'nudge-nudge, wink-wink' innuendo and suggestive lyrics - the height of permissiveness cloaked as a parody of antiquity.

The score includes some of Offenbach's best-loved melodies, sung in English. Kentish Opera is performing this work for one night only in a CONCERT version. The professional lead soloists, the chorus and the orchestra will be together on stage, all under the expert and lively baton of our Musical Director Robyn Sevastos.
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Under 16's and students £10

£25 £22 £15

Calls cost 7p per minute plus your phone company's access charge

THE STAGE